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Parts List

(4) Webbing Guywires

Lay out your portable set on the ground to prepare for setup, keeping 
carabiner clips on hand or in your pockets.

Use a loop knot to attach to your poles using a carabiner clip. We 
recommend making the loop so there is roughly 12” from the end of 
your net and the poles. By the end you should have 4 knots in total (top 
and bottom lines). You can wait till the end to tie the bottom lines.

On eachside, use a carabiner clip to attach (2) webbing guywires to the 
outside of the pole.
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(1) IL2D - Volleyball Net (2) Telescoping Poles

(4) 12” Steel Stakes (6) Carabiner Clips

(1) 1” Webbing Boundary Line

(4) Bungee Grass Stakes

Using a hammer or mallet, drive the 12” steel stakes into the chain links 
of your webbing guywires. Each stake should be 6 ft to 8 ft apart. Then 
extend the poles to your desired height and lift the pole into an 
upright standing position. Repeat on the other side.
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Unwind your boundary lines and loosely set them on ground. If you have 4 people, we recommend each person holding a 
corner and walking back to each perspective corner. You can use the black buckles located near the poles / net as a 
centering mark.

Hook the a grass stake around each corner of your boundary lines and simply use the bottom of your shoe or a rock to set 
the stake into the ground. with the boundary line set if needed. You are now ready to play volleyball! 

You can play with the tension of the webbing guywires using the 
hanging straps attached to the buckle. Tighten as needed on both 
sides. You can also try adjusting the position of the poles to create 
tension.

To attach the bottom volleyball net lines, tie a loop knot on each end of 
the rope and attach a carabiner clip. One pole will have a quick tension 
strap attached, make sure it is loose. On the opposite side, you may have 
excess rope. When both sides are connected, pull the quick tension strap 
to increase bottom net tension

Quick Tension Strap


